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Abstract
Smart contracts are susceptible to exploitation due to their
unique nature. Despite efforts to identify vulnerabilities using
fuzzing, symbolic execution, formal verification, and manual
auditing, exploitable vulnerabilities still exist and have led to
billions of dollars in monetary losses. To address this issue,
it is critical that runtime defenses are in place to minimize
exploitation risk. In this paper, we present STING, a novel run-
time defense mechanism against smart contract exploits. The
key idea is to instantly synthesize counterattack smart con-
tracts from attacking transactions and leverage the power of
Maximal Extractable Value (MEV) to front run attackers. Our
evaluation with 62 real-world recent exploits demonstrates
its effectiveness, successfully countering 54 of the exploits
(i.e., intercepting all the funds stolen by the attacker). In com-
parison, a general front-runner defense could only handle 12
exploits. Our results provide a clear proof-of-concept that
STING is a viable defense mechanism against smart contract
exploits and has the potential to significantly reduce the risk
of exploitation in the smart contract ecosystem.

1 Introduction

Smart contracts are special programs that execute on de-
centralized blockchain platforms such as Ethereum. Their
executions are in the form of transactions (txs for short),
i.e., atomic sequences of remote function calls. They offer
a secure, transparent and efficient way for multiple parties
to negotiate and enforce business rules without the need for
intermediaries. Today, numerous smart contracts have been
created for decentralized applications (DApp) [17]. These
DApps offer a variety of applications, including decentralized
exchanges, prediction markets, and token offerings, among
others. As of January 2023, the cryptocurrency industry has
surpassed a market capitalization of 1 trillion USD [18].

Unfortunately, despite their increasing popularity, smart
contracts are prone to various types of attacks due to their
decentralized complex nature. In particular, the openness of

the blockchain and the trustlessness of the ecosystem make
smart contracts susceptible to exploitation. The immutability
of the code further strengthens this vulnerability, making it
difficult to fix once they are deployed. As a result, numerous
attacks have been discovered, such as reentrancy attacks [41,
44, 59, 77], flash loan attacks [1–3, 53, 81, 88], front running
attacks [58, 85, 95], rug pull attacks [15, 51, 62, 83], denial of
service attacks [8, 48, 69, 70, 72], and so forth. These attacks
can have significant consequences, such as the loss of funds
or assets stored in contracts.

Therefore, it is crucial to have protections in place to de-
fend against smart contract attacks and minimize the risk
of exploitation. Existing efforts have largely focused on the
use of static analysis (e.g., [84, 87]), fuzzing (e.g., [52, 65]),
symbolic execution (e.g., [5, 73]) and formal verification
(e.g., [40, 45]). While these techniques have identified nu-
merous security vulnerabilities in smart contracts, many vul-
nerabilities can still remain hidden due to the complexity of
protocols [93]. Consequently, we have to live with the fact that
smart contracts will have exploitable vulnerabilities, so addi-
tional defenses are required, particularly during the running
time of the smart contract.

In this paper, we propose a new runtime defense named
STING by inStantly synthesizing counterattack smart contract
and then utilizing the power of Maximal Extractable Value
(MEV) [58, 80, 89, 94] to front run attackers. Note that MEV
has used complex algorithms on blockchain data to identify
profitable txs and have built automated bots to modify and ex-
ecute these txs for financial gain. MEV has been estimated to
have extracted more than 1 billion US dollars [39]. However,
current MEV bots are primarily designed for front running
and modifying trading txs. Although these bots can observe at-
tacking txs carried out by smart contract attackers (since they
produce a significant amount of profit), these bots can hardly
be used to counterattack real-world exploits, which are often
too complex for existing MEV bots. Therefore, the key insight
of STING is to construct a new defense technique by reusing
MEV bots’s ability to recognize attacking txs and extend it
with instant contract analysis and on-the-fly synthesis of coun-
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terattack smart contracts. The synthesized contracts can be
launched to front run attacks and protect “stolen” funds.

However, multiple challenges need to be addressed when
building STING. First, most attacks consist of multiple txs,
and only the last one generates a gain that can be identified
by MEV bots. Therefore, it requires dedicated analysis tech-
niques to follow all preceding txs. Second, many attacks uti-
lize exploit contracts, making it difficult for generalized MEV
bots to decipher the complex logic encoded in the exploit
contracts’ bytecode. Finally, attackers are cognizant of the
potential threat posed by MEV bots, and have incorporated
front-running protection into their exploits.

STING addresses these challenges to front-run attacking
txs. To do so, assume there is an attacking tx (which can
be identified by existing techniques such as [94]), STING
first pinpoints all malicious entities (e.g., wallet address and
exploit contract address) involved in the attack, traces their
related txs, and thoroughly analyzes the bytecode logic of
the involved exploit contracts (without the need to analyze
the victim contracts at all). Then, it automatically synthesizes
counterattack smart contracts that are able to evade front-
running protections and secure the attacking assets (e.g.,
transferring to our own account instead of attackers).

We have developed and evaluated STING with a total
of 62 Ethereum mainnet attacks that include most of the
real-world attacks between 2021 and 2022. Our results show
that STING was able to successfully counterattack 54 of
these attacks, while a general front-runner defense could only
handle 12. We believe that STING has shown the potential
to provide an additional layer of defense, which could
prevent losses of more than 1.5 billion USD if deployed. In
addition, we undertake a comprehensive ablation study of the
techniques we have developed to identify attack information
and synthesize counterattack contracts, as well as shed light
on how real attackers are currently protecting their exploits.

Contributions. In short, we make the following contributions.

• Active Defense. We propose a runtime counterattack
defense to protect the assets of victim smart contract
from being stolen by attackers.

• Novel Techniques. We develop a series of novel
techniques to precisely identify attacking txs and
related malicious entities, effectively synthesize exploit
contracts in a timely manner, and predictably deploy
counterattack contracts.

• Empirical Evaluations. We have thoroughly evaluated
STING using 62 real-world attacks and demonstrated
that it can successfully defend against 87.1% of them.

2 Background

Ethereum. Ethereum is a blockchain platform designed
to be more flexible and programmable than its predecessor,
Bitcoin [74]. Ethereum has two types of addresses: accounts

and contracts. Accounts are controlled by private keys and
represent individuals. Contracts are self-executing programs
that automatically enforce agreements, without the use of
a third party. The execution of smart contract bytecode is
performed by the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM).

Transactions (txs). Tx refers to an action that occurs on the
Ethereum blockchain. It typically involves transferring ether
(ETH), the native cryptocurrency of the Ethereum network,
between accounts. It can also involve interactions with smart
contracts, such as invoking a function of a smart contract.
Upon submitting a tx, the tx does not become finalized imme-
diately; instead, it is placed in a pool of pending txs known as
a mempool, which is publicly accessible worldwide. Block
builders subsequently select txs from the mempool to final-
ize them onto the blockchain. In essence, a time gap exists
between a transaction becoming publicly known and its final-
ization on the blockchain.

Tokens. Tokens are smart contracts that are used to represent
digital assets. The three common types of tokens on the
Ethereum network are ERC20 [20], ERC721 [22], and
ERC1155 [19]. The first type is the most common token in
Ethereum, as shown in line 2 in Figure 1; it represents a fun-
gible asset similar to a currency. The second type, ERC721,
is used for non-fungible assets; similar to a collectable item.
Lastly, ERC1155, is known as the hybrid token; it allows the
creation of both fungible and non-fungible tokens.

Front-running and MEV. Front-running originates from
Wall Street traders who profit by executing actions ahead
of other investors’ orders. In the context of blockchain,
front-running typically refers to monitoring the network for
high-value transactions and creating new ones based on the
information of the observed transaction. This enables the
front-runner to strategically hijack the transaction for their
own benefit. Such benefits are commonly referred to as Miner
Extractable Value (MEV), which has garnered attention in
recent years due to its potential impact on the blockchain
ecosystem [54, 64, 91]. A recent study [80] demonstrates that
a generalized MEV bot can copy a subject transaction and
front-run it to earn substantial profits. Although MEV is often
regarded as a malicious act, it has exhibited positive effects
within the blockchain ecosystem. For instance, a generalized
MEV bot unintentionally front-ran an attacking transaction
targeting the Punk Protocol [79], thereby thwarting the attack.
The MEV bot returned the funds afterward. Note that the
MEV bot was not designed as a defense mechanism but rather
protected the funds by chance. However, our evaluation (§5)
reveals that most attacks cannot be front-run by general MEV
bots due to the implementation of front-running protections,
highlighting the practical value of our proposed technique.

Proactive Threat Alert and Prevention. The concept
of proactive threat detection and mitigation within the
blockchain industry traces its roots back to 2021. Notably, Of-
ficerCia, a well-respected figure in the DeFi world, proposed
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the innovative idea of utilizing front-running bots as protec-
tive shields against financial loss in specific scenarios [4].
This concept inspired the creation of numerous blockchain
monitoring services [9, 11, 13, 16, 33, 35], which opened up
significant possibilities for identifying potential threats. Build-
ing on this idea, several measures for proactive threat mitiga-
tion have been suggested. Among these, Spotter [28] stands
out as it aims to thwart attacks prior to their actual occurrence.
The team behind Spotter noted that over 53% of DeFi attacks
occur in stages such as fund preparation, exploit execution,
and money laundering. In response to this observation, Spotter
is architected with an emphasis on early-stage threat recogni-
tion, intended to intercept these attacks prior to their malicious
activities reaching the blockchain. Our research goal is or-
thogonal to Spotter, targeting the recognition and disruption
of active threats. The work undertaken by BlockSec [12] war-
rants recognition due to their substantive contribution to the
field. They successfully defused a real-world attack in 2022,
a significant achievement that resulted in the preservation of
an approximate 3.8 million USD [7]. However, it is crucial
to recognize that, despite the growing awareness of proac-
tive threat detection and prevention strategies, their practical
deployment remains complex and somewhat opaque. Our re-
search addresses this knowledge gap, offering a novel solution
and elucidating its intricate technical details.

3 Overview

3.1 The Goal of STING

STING is designed to front-run attacking transactions in order
to rescue funds before they are stolen, while subsequently
returning the funds to the victims. We refer to this rescue
process as a counterattack. To achieve this, upon observing
an attacking transaction, STING first identifies all contracts
deployed by the attacker to facilitate the exploit, which we
term exploit contracts. For each exploit contract, STING aims
to synthesize a counterattack contract that possesses the same
functionality but is under our control and serves our purpose.
Following the synthesis process, STING creates a counter-
attack transaction that deploys all counterattack contracts
and exploits the same vulnerability. By front-running the at-
tacking transaction with the counterattack transaction, STING
effectively rescues all funds at risk.

3.2 Threat Model, Scope, and Assumptions
STING focuses on generating counterattack txs for attacks
that exploit vulnerabilities in on-chain smart contracts. At-
tacks with different root causes, such as private key leaks and
off-chain component compromise, are out of the scope of this
paper. Additionally, attacks launched by privileged users, such
as rug pulls, are not within the scope of this study. We assume
that the attacks are not adaptively obfuscated, meaning the

contract StaxLPStaking {
IERC20 public stakingToken;    IERC20 public LPToken;
address public owner;

constructor(address stToken, address lpToken) public {
stakingToken = IERC20(stToken);  
LPToken = IERC20(lpToken);        
owner = msg.sender; 

}  

function stake(uint amount) {
LPToken.transferFrom(msg.sender, address(this), amount);
stakingToken.mint(msg.sender, amount);

}

function withdraw(uint amount) {
stakingToken.burn(msg.sender, amount);
LPToken.transfer(msg.sender, amount);

}

function newStakingToken(address stToken) onlyOwner {
stakingToken = stToken;  

}

function migrateStake(address oldStaking, uint amount) {
IERC20(oldStaking).burn(msg.sender, amount);
stakingToken.mint(msg.sender, amount);  

}
}  

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

StaxLPStaking Contract:

Figure 1: The source code of StaxLPStaking contract

attacker does not introduce new techniques to evade the coun-
terattack defense. However, we anticipate that STING will
spur research and development of new obfuscation techniques
for web3.0 attacks, leading to an arms race similar to that be-
tween exploit and defense techniques in traditional software.

We also assume that there is an identified attacking tx which
generates a considerable amount of profits, and this tx can be
detected by MEV bots while pending in the mempool. Note
that the detection of profitable txs is widely discussed in the
MEV community [58, 80, 94], which is orthogonal to STING
and not addressed in this paper. Also, it is worth to note that
false positive detections, i.e., classifying benign profitable txs
as attack txs, do not affect STING’s effectiveness, as it will
simply fail to synthesize such benign txs and take no action.

3.3 Challenges

The goal of this work is to design a counterattack runtime de-
fense that can proactively front run malicious txs and protect
the victim’s assets. However, it is nontrivial to front run attack-
ing txs. To shed light on the challenges involved, we turn to a
recent real-world example, i.e., the Temple Dao exploit [31].
This Web3.0 attack, which happened in October 2022, re-
sulted in a considerable loss of about 2.3 million USD. We
have slightly modified this example for illustrative purpose.

The Vulnerabilities Explained with Source Code. The
source code for the vulnerable StaxLPStaking contract can
be found in Figure 1, with slight modifications for demon-
stration purposes. It is important to note that our proposed
technique operates entirely without any knowledge or un-
derstanding of the vulnerabilities, or access to any source
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[Wallet Y] [ExploitB].exploit(PRE_CALCULATED_S, [WALLET Z] ^ 1234) 

[StaxLPStaking].migrateStake([ExploitA], 10000000 ether)

[ExploitA].burn([ExploitB], 10000000 ether)

[StaxLPToken].mint([ExploitB], 10000000 ether)

[StaxLPStaking].withdraw(10000000 ether)

10-11-2022

Tx104

[Wallet X] deploy ExploitB() => [ExploitB]10-11-2022

Tx102

[StaxLPToken].burn([ExploitB], 10000000 ether)

[TempleFraxPool].transfer([ExploitB], 10000000 ether)

[UniswapRouter].removeLiquidity([Temple], [Frax], 10000000 ether, [Wallet Z])

[TempleFraxPool].burn([ExploitB], 10000000 ether , [Wallet Z])

[Temple].transfer([Wallet Z], 27500000 ether)

[Frax].transfer([Wallet Z], 3375000 ether)

Observed Attacking Transaction

[Wallet X] deploy ExploitA() => [ExploitA]10-11-2022

Tx101

[Wallet X] deploy ExploitC() => [ExploitC]10-11-2022

Tx103 READ-ONLY[StaxLPToken].balanceOf([Wallet X])

Figure 2: Timeline of Temple Dao attack

code. The inclusion of the vulnerability explanation is solely
to improve comprehension. Specifically, as shown in Fig-
ure 1, StaxLPStaking incentivizes users to lock their liquid-
ity provider tokens (LP tokens [10]) in exchange for stak-
ing tokens, as a type of staking contract [36]. The contract
constructor, outlined in lines 5-9, specifies the required LP
token (LPToken) and the staking token that can be earned
(stakingToken). Through the stake function (lines 11-14),
users can lock their LP tokens and receive a corresponding
amount of staking tokens. The withdraw function (lines 16-
19) allows for the retrieval of staked LP tokens. Although
staking contracts usually offer interest, this feature has been
omitted in this example as it is not relevant to the attack.

The newStakingToken function (lines 21-23) enables
the migration of staking tokens in case the Temple DAO
community decides to switch to a new staking token. This
is a privileged function that can only be invoked by the
project owner. Once a new staking token has been set, users
can migrate their old tokens to the new one by invoking the
migrateStake function (lines 25-29). Unfortunately, func-
tion migrateStake contains several security weaknesses.
First, it lacks proper verification of whether a new staking
token has been set, enabling this function to be executed at
any time. Second, it does not adequately assess the validity
of the oldStaking token provided, making it possible for
an attacker to exploit this vulnerability by submitting a
fake token to function migrateStake. As such, the attacker
can accumulate a significant amount of stakingToken
by minting fake tokens and invoking the migrateStake
function. Finally, the attacker can utilize function withdraw
to drain all of the locked LP tokens.

The Exploit. We then proceed to outline the steps involved in
the attack and discuss the challenges associated with a coun-
terattack. For clarity, some modifications have been made to
the original process. The progression of the attack is illus-
trated in Figure 2, while Figure 3 showcases the contracts
deployed by the attacker to carry out the attack, namely the

Exploit Contract. It is worth noting again that the source code
presented in Figure 3 serves merely as an illustration and
STING does not require access to it at all.

The attack timeline is outlined in Figure 2. Specifically,
the attacker initiated the attack by deploying two exploit
contracts, ExploitA and ExploitB, through tx101 and tx102,
respectively. tx103 was sent from the same wallet address
(Wallet X) but is unrelated to the attack. The exploitation
occurred in tx104, where the attacker invoked the exploit
function of the ExploitB contract to exploit vulnerabilities
in the StaxLPStaking contract. The attack took place four
months after the deployment of the StaxLPStaking contract.

• Tx101: Fake Token. Recall that, to exploit the vul-
nerability, the attacker must provide a fake token (as
oldStaking) and burn as many fake tokens as possible
(line 26 in Figure 1), thereby earning an equivalent
amount of staking tokens (line 27 of Figure 1). To
accomplish this, the attacker used Wallet X to deploy
the ExploitA contract, the source code of which is
presented at the top of Figure 3. This contract is a
standard ERC20 [21] token with a custom burn function
(lines 2-4) that does essentially nothing. Such a custom
burn function enables anyone to burn any desired
quantity of tokens.

• Tx102: Entry Point Contract. The attacker deployed
ExploitB, a second exploit contract, which is to carry
out the future exploitation. The source code of the
exploit is depicted in the center of Figure 3, and the
exploit function (lines 5-17) executes the attack. To
start, the function uses a hard-coded address (line 6) to
confirm that the origin of the transaction, tx.origin,
is from Wallet Y. This serves as a safeguard against any
potential generalized front-runners who might attempt
to replay the attacking transaction. Additionally, lines
7-10 impose an extra layer of protection by requiring the
transaction sender to furnish an integer s. The provided
s must differ from tx.origin, yet the lower 28 bits
of their keccak256 hashes must be congruent. Given
the strong collision resistance of the keccak256 hash
function, the value of s cannot be directly calculated
and must instead be found through a brute-force
search of possible values, which is estimated to take
between 10 and 30 minutes. This ensures that any
front-runner will not be able to calculate a valid s before
the original attacking transaction has been confirmed.
These two front-running protections are referred to as
Control-Flow-based Front-running Protection (CFFP),
given that they block the execution of the attacking
transaction if their corresponding checks fail.

The exploitation is executed in lines 12-13 by passing
ExploitA as a counterfeit token and siphoning a sig-
nificant amount of LP tokens. Subsequently, at line 14,
the LP tokens are redeemed as Temple and Frax tokens,
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with the recipient address computed as to ˆ 1234. This
approach makes it difficult for front-runners to substitute
the to address with their own wallet address. It is worth
noting that prevalent front-runners primarily concentrate
on replaying trading txs and lack the ability to decipher
code semantics from smart contract bytecode. This type
of protection, which we refer to as Data-Flow-based
Front-running Protection (DFFP), differs from the
CFFP in that it obfuscates the recipient address of funds
or txs, instead of blocking the execution.

• Tx103: Dummy Contract. The dummy contract, shown
at the bottom of Figure 3, is deployed by a wallet
address of the attacker, but not related to the attack.

• Tx104: Attacking Transaction. The concluding stage of
the attack is executed through the transaction, designated
as tx104, which serves as the attacking transaction. This
is the only attack-related transaction that will be pending
and observed within the mempool. All previous txs have
been finalized. The attacker employs a separate wallet
address, Wallet Y, in this transaction in order to conceal
the deployment history of Wallet X. The transaction
invokes the exploit function within the ExploitB
contract, specifying Wallet Z ˆ 1234 as the recipient
address. This is due to the processing of the recipient
address through a bitwise XOR operation with the
value 1234, as seen at line 15 of the ExploitB contract.
The outcome is the transfer of a substantial amount of
Temple and Frax tokens to Wallet Z, which is the third
wallet utilized by the attacker.

The Challenges. Observe that the success of the exploiting
transaction, tx104, is contingent upon the actions of both tx101
and tx102. To construct a counterattack transaction, it is neces-
sary to recreate the behavior of both of these txs. To this end,
we must address the following challenges:

(C1) Identifying malicious entities from the attacking tx.
As depicted in Figure 2, over 10 entities are involved
in the attacking tx (tx104), including but not limited
to Wallet Y, ExploitA, and StaxLPToken, many of
which have quite similar behaviors (e.g., ExploitA
and StaxLPToken). Identifying malicious entities
(e.g., Wallet Y and ExploitA) from benign entities
(e.g., StaxLPToken) in the attack synthesis process is
therefore a challenge. Note that it is crucial to retrieve
txs only from the malicious entities, as retrieval from
benign entities would significantly increase analysis
overhead and decrease the chances of a successful
front-running counterattack. Furthermore, the success
of the attacking tx104 depends on other txs, i.e., tx101
and tx102. To counterattack tx104, STING needs to
identify all such attack-related txs, and exclude the
unrelated ones, e.g., tx103.

contract ExploitA is ERC20 {
function burn(address user, uint amount) {
// anyone can burn any desired quantity of tokens

}
}  

01
02
03
04
05

Exploit Contract A (fake token):

contract ExploitB {
UniswapRouter constant uniswap = UNISWAP_ROUTER;
StaxLPStaking constant victim = STAX_LP_STAKING;

function exploit(uint160 s, address to) {
require(tx.origin == WALLET_Y);
require(
uint160(tx.origin) != uint160(s) &&
(keccak256(tx.origin) ^ keccak256(s)) & 0xfffffff == 0

);

victim.migrateStake(EXPLOIT_A, 10000000 ether);
victim.withdraw(10000000 ether);
uniswap.removeLiquidity(
TEMPLE_TOKEN, FRAX_TOKEN, 10000000 ether, to ^ 1234

);
}

}  

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Exploit Contract B (entry point of the hack):

contract ExploitC {
uint256 immutable dummy;
constructor() {
dummy = IERC20(STAX_LP_TOKEN).balanceOf(msg.sender);

}
}  

01
02
03
04
05
06

Exploit Contract C (dummy):

Figure 3: Exploit contracts deployed by the attacker

(C2) Bypassing CFFP and DFFP. After the relevant
information about the attack has been retrieved, the
Front-running Protections act as a barrier to construct-
ing counterattack txs. Specifically, CFFP blocks the
execution of the constructed txs, and DFFP diverts the
assets involved in the attack to an undesired account.
How can the counterattack be performed in a timely
manner despite the presence of CFFP, and how to
secure the attacking assets despite the presence of
DFFP, are non-trivial challenges.

3.4 STING Overview
We have addressed these challenges when building STING
(details of how we address them are presented in §4). At a
high level, STING consists of three key components, as shown
in Figure 4.

Attack Information Identification (§4.1). Given a pending
attacking transaction in the mempool, the first step involves
utilizing the attack information identification to identify all
relevant information, including the addresses of malicious
entities and related transactions.

Counterattack Smart Contract Synthesis (§4.2). The iden-
tified attack information is then used by the counterattack
smart contract synthesis to create new smart contracts that
aim to front-run the original attack.

Contract Execution and Validation (§4.3). The synthesized
smart contract will be locally validated to verify its profitabil-
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Attacking
Transaction Attack Information 

Identification 
(§ 4.1)

Counterattack
Smart Contract 
Synthesis (§ 4.2)

Contract Execution 
and Validation

(§ 4.3)

Counterattack
Smart Contract

Figure 4: Workflow of STING

ity for our account. If the outcome is favorable, the transaction
is then executed on the blockchain.

4 Detailed Design

4.1 Attack Information Identification
The objective of attack information identification is to acquire
comprehensive information about a given attack, including the
determination of malicious entities involved and the identifica-
tion of related txs (C1). In the following, we first provide our
key observation, and then describe our techniques in detail.

Key Observations. We observe that attacking txs are often
initiated shortly after the deployment of exploit contracts,
typically within two days, whereas benign entities, such as
victim contracts, have a longer deployment history. This
phenomenon can be attributed to the highly adversarial
environment of the Ethereum blockchain, which is commonly
known as a “dark forest” [23]. If a smart contract is vulnerable
to exploitation for profit, it is only a matter of time before
it is targeted by one or more attackers. Given the substantial
profit that can be gained from exploiting a smart contract,
attackers are motivated to act quickly and not risk losing
the opportunity to others. For instance, as depicted in
Figure 2, the Temple Dao attacker deployed both ExploitA
and ExploitB and launched the attack on the same day
(10/11/2022). Conversely, benign entities typically have a
longer lifetime due to the time required to accumulate funds
and for attackers to discover vulnerabilities. As shown in
Figure 5, StaxLPStaking was exploited four months after
its deployment. Our evaluation (§5.3) also confirmed that all
exploit contracts were deployed at most two days before the
attack tx, while almost all benign entities had a longer life
of more than ten days. This simple but effective observation
allows us to quickly distinguish malicious entities, such as
ExploitA and ExploitB, from the attacking tx tx104.

In addition to entity lifespan, other distinct attributes can
contribute to the differentiation between benign and malicious
entities and can be instrumental in spotting exploit contracts.
We compile these key heuristics, applied within our system,
in Table 1, omitting further details for conciseness. It is worth
mentioning that, even though our discussion going forward
will primarily be centered around the lifespan heuristic, each
of the listed attributes carries considerable weight in our sys-
tem’s overall analysis and decision-making process.

[Temple DAO Wallet] [UniswapRouter].addLiquidity([Temple], [Frax], …)

Deploy UniswapPair() => [TempleFraxPool] 

[Temple].transferFrom([Temple DAO Wallet], [TempleFraxPool], 37500000 ether)

[Frax].transferFrom([Temple DAO Wallet], [TempleFraxPool], 9375000 ether)

[TempleFraxPool].transfer([Temple DAO Wallet], 18750000 ether)

12-18-2021

Tx1

[Temple DAO Wallet] deploy StaxLPToken() => [StaxLPToken] 06-02-2022

Tx2

[Temple DAO Wallet] deploy StaxLPStaking([StaxLPToken], [TempleFraxPool]) => [StaxLPStaking] 06-03-2022

Tx3
[Temple DAO Wallet] [StaxLPToken].transferOwner([StaxLPStaking])06-03-2022

Tx4

[Temple DAO Wallet] StaxLPStaking.stake(18750000 ether)

[TempleFraxPool].transferFrom([Temple DAO Wallet], [StaxLPStaking], 18750000 ether)

[StaxLPToken].mint([Temple DAO Wallet], 18750000 ether)

06-13-2022

Tx5

Figure 5: Timeline of Temple Dao project

Table 1: Attributes used by STING

Name Description

Lifespan Contracts deployed shortly before an attack are likely malicious.
Balance Contracts whose initial assets exceed the attack profit are likely to

be victims.
Fund Source Contracts and Wallets funded from mixing servers (e.g., Tornado

Cash) are likely malicious.
Activities Contracts that frequently interact with users exhibiting diverse

behaviors are likely benign.
Source Code Contracts with unverified source code are likely malicious.

Our second key observation is that attack-related txs are
linked to each other through either data dependencies or fi-
nancial flow, and by leveraging such relations, we can trace
back to all related entities. For example, in Figure 2, Wallet
Z was identified by the transfer of attacking funds to it, and
Wallet X was identified as the creator of the exploit contracts.
tx103 is excluded from our analysis as there was no data de-
pendency from tx104 to it. Note tx103 only read data and did
not alter the state of StaxLPToken. As a result, we were able
to trace back to all related txs (tx101, tx102, and tx104).

Approach. We therefore developed a system to identify at-
tacks that combines a custom Ethereum archive node and
a flexible reasoning mechanism [29], e.g., Datalog [47]. An
archive node is an instance of an Ethereum client specifically
configured to construct a comprehensive record of all histori-
cal states. As per requirement, the information stored in the
archive node is then transformed into predicates, which can
be processed by the reasoning mechanism. We have also es-
tablished inference rules to guide the process of tracing back
attack-related txs through data dependency and fund flow.
By applying these rules to the collected predicates, the rea-
soning mechanism can automatically identify the necessary
information about the attack for our synthesis.

Predicates. The predicates used by STING are presented in
Table 2. The first column lists the names of the predicates
and the second column provides a description for each.
Observed(Tx) denotes that the transaction Tx is flagged as
an attacking transaction by the detection phrase. Sender(Tx,
W) signifies that a wallet address W is the origin of transaction
Tx, represented by tx.origin. For example, in the Temple
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Table 2: Predicates used by STING

Name Description

Observed(Tx, F) Transaction Tx is a potential attacking tx observed by
the detection phrase.

Sender(Tx, W) Wallet address W is the sender of transaction Tx.
Create(Tx, C) Contract C is created by transaction Tx.
Access(Tx, C, M) Contract C is accessed in transaction Tx, with mode M.

A mode can be either RO (read-only) or RW (read-and-write).
Timestamp(Tx, T) Transaction Tx is minted at time T.
FundFlow(Tx, E) In transaction Tx, funds are sent to an entity E.

An entity can be either a wallet address W or a contract C .
AttackTx(Tx) Transaction Tx is a transaction related to the subject attact.
Malicious(E) Entity E is malicious during the subject attack.

Sender(Tx, W), AttackTx(Tx)

Malicious(W) (1)

Observed(Tx),
FundFlow(Tx, E)

Malicious(E) (2)

Create(Tx, C),
Malicious(C), Sender(Tx, W)

Malicious(W) (3)

AttackTx(TxA), Access(TxA, C, _), Observed(TxB),
Timestamp(TxB, TB), Create(TxC, C),

Timestamp(TxC, TC), TB−TC < 2 days

Malicious(C) (4)

Sender(TxA, W), Malicious(W), Access(TxA, C, WR),
Access(TxB, C, _), AttackTx(TxB), TA < TB,

Timestamp(TxB, TB), Timestamp(TxA, TA)

AttackTx(TxA) (5)

Figure 6: Inference rules used by STING

DAO attack (Figure 2), we have Sender(Tx104, Wallet Y).
The deployment of a contract is represented by Create(Tx,
C), indicating that contract C was deployed by transaction
Tx, e.g., Create(tx102, ExploitB). The predicate Access(Tx,
C, M) indicates that transaction Tx accesses the data of
contract C. This can be either read-only access, such as
Access(tx103, StaxLPToken, RO), or read-and-write access,
such as Access(tx104, StaxLPStaking, RW). The timestamp
of transaction Tx is represented by Timestamp(Tx, T). The
transfer of funds to an entity E in transaction Tx is represented
by FundFlow(Tx, E). An entity can be either a wallet address
or a contract. For instance, in transaction tx104, a large amount
of Frax tokens were transferred to Wallet Z, resulting in
FundFlow(tx104, Wallet Z). These five predicates are automat-
ically collected by our custom Ethereum archive node. We
then introduce two predicates, AttackTx(Tx) and Malicious(E),
to represent the identified results. Specifically, AttackTx(Tx)
denotes that the transaction is related to the subject attack
(e.g., AttackTx(tx101)) and Malicious(E) indicates that entity
E is malicious (e.g., Malicious(ExploitB)). Note that the
observed attacking tx will be labeled as AttackTx.

Rules. Figure 6 illustrates the inference rules employed by
STING. These rules are expressed in the following format:

P1, P2, P3, . . . , Pn

C

where Pi denotes the i-th premise of the rule and C represents
the conclusion. When all the premises are present in the cur-
rent fact base, STING adds the conclusion to the fact base as
well. To provide a better understanding, we will use examples
from the Temple DAO attack (Figure 2) to explain the rules.

• Rule (1) indicates that if a Tx is related to the attack, then
its sender, W, is a malicious entity. This rule allows us
to infer that Wallet Y is malicious as the pending attack
tx was sent from it.

• Rule (2) posits that if there is a transfer of funds to an
entity E within a pending attack Tx, the entity E is ma-
licious. This is because the attacker will transfer the at-
tack’s profit to an entity under their control. For instance,
in tx104, a large amount of Frax tokens are transferred to
Wallet Z, enabling us to infer that Wallet Z is malicious.

• Rule (3) states that the creator of a malicious contract
C is a malicious entity. In the case of the ExploitA
contract, once we identify it as malicious, we can further
infer that its creator, Wallet X, is also malicious.

• Rule (4) is used to distinguish between benign and
malicious entities. Specifically, AttackTx(TxA) and Ac-
cess(TxA, C, _) suggest that an attack-related transaction
TxA interacts with a smart contract C. However, being
accessed by an attack-associated transaction does not
inherently imply that contract C is malicious. Recall
that the contract C’s timespan can assist in determining
its malicious nature. To achieve this, we first employ
the pending attack transaction TxB (Observed(TxB))
and its associated timestamp (Timestamp(TxB, TB))
to determine the current timestamp. Subsequently,
we inquire about the creation time TC of contract C
using Create(TxC, C) and Timestamp(TxC, TC). If the
difference between TB (i.e., the current time) and TC is
less than 2 days, we categorize contract C as malicious.
Note that other attributes as referenced in Table 1 also
play a role in this rule’s execution, with detailed elided.

• Rule (5) leverages the data dependence to identify
attack-related txs. This rule considers two txs, TxA and
TxB, which both access a contract C. If TxA is initiated
by a malicious entity W and modifies the state of C (i.e.,
accessing C in a read-and-write mode), and TxB is a later
transaction that is identified to be related to the attack,
STING then infers that TxA is also related to the attack.

With the identification of all malicious entities, STING will
proceed to create a corresponding entity for each, for instance,
a counterpart wallet address under our control for a malicious
wallet address and a counterpart synthesized contract for an
exploit contract.
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4.2 Counterattack Smart Contract Synthesis

Counterattack smart contract synthesis refers to the synthesis
of a new smart contract that can front-run the original attack-
ing txs and secure the attacking funds (e.g., by transferring
them to a secure account). To this end, it is necessary to by-
pass the CFFP and DFFP (C2). We present the details of how
we achieve these in this section.

As mentioned in §3, both CFFP and DFFP prevent gener-
alized front-runners from mimicking the original attack txs,
since overcoming such protections requires a thorough analy-
sis of the exploit contracts through binary (bytecode) analysis.
However, the limited time window for front-runners to mimic
a new transaction makes complex techniques like symbolic
execution and constraint solving infeasible. In the following,
we first present our key observations, and then describe in
detail our technical approach.

Key Observations. We observe that predicates related to
CFFP consistently evaluate to the same value throughout the
execution of all related transactions. For instance, in Figure 3,
the two instances of CFFP in lines 6 and 7-10 always evaluate
to True, given the attacker’s goal of a successful attack. As
a result, we can identify all predicates that consistently yield
the same value throughout the attacking trace as CFFP-related
predicates and rewrite each predicate with the value it yields.
Note that during the synthesis, STING has access to the
dynamic trace of the subject transactions, eliminating the
need to statically infer jump targets. Furthermore, false
positives (i.e., normal predicates being misclassified as
CFFP-related) are tolerable, as our goal is to mimic the
original attack and maintain the same trace. In other words,
even with false positives, both executions remain consistent.
Figure 7 illustrates the counterattack contract generated for
ExploitB. We use SY_EXPLOIT_A to denote the address of
the counterattack contract for ExploitA (at line 9). Note
that at lines 6-7, the original CFFP-related predicates have
been changed to require(True). To clarify, although it is
difficult to avoid this observation (since CFFP ultimately
requires a conditional statement to block execution), we
acknowledge that future obfuscation techniques may be
developed to counteract this observation.

In addition, we also observe that during the exploit contract
execution, the actual recipient addresses of funds or txs are
revealed at the points of external calls, regardless of the pres-
ence of DFFP. That is, even with the presence of DFFP, the
dynamic execution of attack txs still reveals valid recipient
addresses. For instance, in Figure 2, the recipient address of
the funds is Wallet Z, despite the obfuscation present in line
12 of Figure 3. We hence consider forcibly overwriting the
external calls by the desired recipient addresses, regardless of
the original semantics of the exploit contracts. For example,
as shown in line 12 of Figure 7, the original semantics of
to ˆ 1234 is overwritten as WALLET_OURS. To accomplish

this, we need to identify the original calling context of each
external call instance, e.g.,

[UniswapRouter].removeLiquidity(

[Temple], [Frax], 10000000 ether, [Wallet Z]

)

and decide the corresponding new context, e.g.,

[UniswapRouter].removeLiquidity(

[Temple], [Frax], 10000000 ether, [Wallet Ours]

)

Note that it should be done in a timely manner, without lever-
aging heavy-weight techniques.

Approach. We hence develop a calibrated forced-execution
engine within our custom Ethereum archive node. This engine
aims to determine the original outcomes of control-flow trans-
fer opcodes during an attack and calculate the corresponding
new outcomes required for executing counterattacks. To do
so, the engine hooks the interpretation of these opcodes, in-
cluding, but not limited to, the CALL and JUMP opcodes. The
engine then performs two rounds of execution of the attack-
related txs. During the first round, the original transaction
senders are preserved, and the outcomes of each control-flow
transfer are recorded. In the second round, our wallet
addresses are used as tx.origin, and the outcomes of each
control-flow transfer are forcibly changed to match the previ-
ously recorded outcomes. This helps to establish the mapping
between the original calling context and the new ones. Note
that the engine only hooks opcodes in malicious entities, since
the synthesis of STING only works on malicious entities.

We use the following notation to describe an execution
trace:

J ∈ Jump Instance ::= ⟨Address, Offset, Offset⟩
C ∈ Call Instance ::= ⟨Address, Offset, Address, Call Data⟩

T ∈ Trace := [ J |C ]

The symbol J represents a jump instance during execution,
which is defined as a tuple comprising the contract address,
the offset of the relevant JUMP opcode, and the destination
offset. Similarly, the symbol C represents a call instance,
which is defined as a tuple consisting of the caller contract
address, the offset of the relevant CALL opcode, the receipt
address, and the call data. Finally, the symbol T represents
the full execution trace of a subject attack, which is an array
of call or jump instances. It is important to note that T is
cross-transaction in nature, as the attack can be carried out
across multiple txs, such as tx101, tx102, and tx104 in Figure 2.
The trace T of an attack can be acquired by the first round of
the engine.

The following code snippet presents the pseudocode of the
operation of the forced-execution engine when hooking the
JUMP opcode.
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contract SyExploitB {
UniswapRouter constant uniswap = UNISWAP_ROUTER;
StaxLPStaking constant victim = STAX_LP_STAKING;

function exploit(uint160 s, address to) {
require(True);
require(True);

victim.migrateStake(SY_EXPLOIT_A, 10000000 ether);
victim.withdraw(10000000 ether);
uniswap.removeLiquidity(

TEMPLE_TOKEN, FRAX_TOKEN, 10000000 ether, WALLET_OURS,
);

}
}  

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15

Synthesized Exploit Contract B:

Figure 7: Synthesized exploit contracts

def jump_hook(_J, T):

J = T.pop()

<_, _, offset> = J

jump_to(offset)

The function jump_hook takes the current jump instance _J
and the previously recorded trace T as input. It then forces
the jump instance to follow the trace T by overwriting the
target of the jump.

The following code snippet presents the pseudocode for
how our forced-execution engine hooks the CALL opcode.
The function call_hook takes the actual call instance _C and
the previously-recorded trace T as input. A dictionary S is
used to store the mapping from the original calling context to
the new one.

S = {}

def call_hook(_C, T):

C = T.pop()

if C.callee().is_benign():

sy_calldata = C.calldata().synthesize()

S[_C] = <C.callee(), sy_calldata >

else:

sy_callee = C.callee().synthesize()

S[_C] = <sy_callee , _C.calldata()>

call_to(s[_C])

The function first checks if the callee is a benign entity. If
so, the function proceeds to synthesize the calldata. This is
achieved by syntactically substituting all instances of mali-
cious entity addresses, alongside other related parameters such
as NFT ID, with their synthesized equivalents represented in
byte format. This effectively addresses the problem outlined
in Figure 3, by substituting any parameter that signifies an
attacker’s wallet address with our wallet address. This ap-
proach works because there is no DFFP in benign entities. If
the callee is not a benign entity, the function finds the address
of the callee’s synthesized counterpart and retains the original
call data. The function then calls the synthesized callee with

the same call data. The reason for retaining the original call
data is that, even though the call data may be obfuscated at
this point, it will eventually be de-obfuscated when calling
a benign entity (e.g., when transferring funds). Therefore,
there is no need to handle the call data at the time of calling a
malicious entity, but only at the later time of calling a benign
entity. The calling context transaction is recorded in S.

Dealing with CFFP. With the collected T, we identify all
JUMP opcodes which constantly jump to the same target
and rewrites them as constant jumps (i.e., jumping to that
fixed address).

Dealing with DFFP. With the identification of S, we adopts
the following rewriting strategies:

• If the callsite only occurs once within the trace T (as
the call instance C), we statically overwrite the call to
the corresponding synthesized instance S[C]. This is
illustrated in line 12 of Figure 7.

• If the callsite occurs multiple times within the trace T,
for example, within a loop, we use an on-the-fly dispatch
mechanism to dynamically find the actual synthesized
call instance [43, 92].

It is important to note that STING relies on dynamic
analysis, which simplifies the task of accessing runtime
information, such as determining the calldata even if it is
passed as parameters.

4.3 Contract Execution and Validation

STING ensures the success of the counterattack by locally
deploying the synthesized contract to ensure that it will result
in a profit to our addresses. If the results are favorable, STING
then employs the front-runner to execute the counterattack,
effectively front-running the original tx and capturing the in-
tended profit. Such a local validation mechanism also enables
us to try different synthesis strategies simultaneously.

Multilevel synthesis. We have observed that not all attacking
txs are fully protected by CFFP and DFFP. For instance, there
have been reports of certain attacks being front-run by gener-
alized MEV bots. Additionally, some attacks only implement
basic CFFP, such as the one at line 6 in ExploitB in Fig-
ure 3 (require(tx.origin == WALLET_Y)). Such attacks
can be overkilled by STING, resulting in wasted time and a
reduced success rate in front-running. To address this issue,
we propose a multi-level synthesis structure. Given an attack
tx that is pending in the mempool, we perform three parallel
synthesis methods:

• Single-Tx Synthesis, which is a generalized transaction
replay algorithm proposed by [80]. It takes a transaction
as input and simply replaces the sender address with ours
in the payload. While being widely adopted by general
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MEV bots, this method does not rely on other analy-
sis results and, as a result, cannot effectively identify
malicious entities or synthesize exploit contracts.

• Syntactic Synthesis, which uses the results of attack in-
formation identification (§4.1) and syntactically replaces
the addresses of malicious entities with their counterpart
addresses. This method is sufficient for attacks that only
implement basic CFFP.

• Semantic Synthesis, which is the most comprehensive
analysis performed by STING, and it has the ability to
handle attacks protected by CFFP and DFFP. However,
this method may take a longer time to complete (com-
pared to the previous two).

Any counterattack tx generated by one of the three synthesis
methods will be locally executed to verify that the modified tx
results in a profit for our account. If this is the case, the coun-
terattack tx will be initiated immediately and all other running
syntheses will be terminated. Otherwise, STING discards the
tx and waits for results from other syntheses. By employing
this multi-level synthesis technique, we are able to generate
counterattack txs with minimal effort and processing time.

Soundness. While we have not encountered a failure case
caused by heuristics of forced-execution [78, 90] so far, we
also implemented a fine-grained taint analysis as a backup so-
lution. Taint analysis can accurately identify the obfuscation
introduced by DFFP with relatively higher runtime overhead.
We add an additional taint-based synthesis layer to the multi-
level synthesis architecture, in case of the unsoundness issue
leading to failed counterattack.

5 Evaluation

We have developed STING within a custom geth [25] archive
node, supported by an Erigon database [26]. In this section,
we present the evaluation results. We first present our exper-
iment setup such as how we collected the dataset in §5.1,
then present the overall results of our counterattacks in §5.2,
and finally we conduct a series of ablation studies to further
validate our findings in §5.3. A case study regarding front-
running techniques employed by real-world Web 3.0 attacks
is presented in the supplementary material [38].

5.1 Experiment Setup

Dataset. We used a comprehensive dataset of historical at-
tacks on the Ethereum mainnet to evaluate STING. In particu-
lar, our dataset, which consists of all the attacks that took place
in 2021 and 2022, is drawn from well-known sources [14, 24,
30, 32, 37]. Those sources are widely used in literature [50,
67, 86, 96]. In addition, we have also included some of the
most infamous attacks (with significant financial losses) prior
to 2021. In total, our investigation covers a total of 86 attacks,

Table 3: Details of out-of-scope attacks

Attack Date Loss Root Cause

Wintermute 09/20/22 160.0M Key compromised or rugged
SudoRare 08/23/22 800.0K Key compromised or rugged
Curve Finance 08/09/22 575.0K Off-chain component compromise
Harmony Bridge 06/24/22 100.0M Key compromised or rugged
Ronin Network 03/29/22 624.0M Key compromised or rugged
BuildFinance 02/14/22 470.0K Key compromised or rugged
Dego Finance 02/10/22 10.0M Key compromised or rugged
Meter 02/06/22 7.7M No fund lost on the mainnet
Qubit Finance 01/28/22 80.0M No fund lost on the mainnet
Crypto.com 01/18/22 33.7M Key compromised or rugged
LCX 01/08/22 7.9M Key compromised or rugged
Vulcan Forged 12/13/21 140.0M Key compromised or rugged
Bitmart 12/04/21 196.0M Key compromised or rugged
Badger 12/02/21 120.0M Off-chain component compromise
AnubisDAO 10/29/21 60.0M Key compromised or rugged
JayPegs Automart 09/17/21 3.1M Key compromised or rugged
DAO Maker 08/12/21 7.0M Key compromised or rugged
Thorchain 07/22/21 8.0M Off-chain component compromise
Thorchain 07/15/21 5.0M Off-chain component compromise
Bondly 07/15/21 5.9M Key compromised or rugged
Anyswap 07/10/21 7.9M Key compromised or rugged
Chainswap 07/02/21 800.0K No fund lost on the mainnet
Roll 03/14/21 5.7M Key compromised or rugged
Paid Network 03/05/21 3.0M Key compromised or rugged

of which 24 were deemed out of scope for the purposes of this
study. Specifically, 17 of these attacks were due to private key
compromise or rug pulls, 4 were related to off-chain compo-
nents, and 3 did not result in fund loss on the Ethereum main-
net, but rather on other chains. The detailed list of these attacks
is presented in Table 3. We therefore have 62 attacks in scope,
which induced a total fund loss of around 2.5 billion USD.

Environment Setup. We calibrate the block height to cor-
respond with the specific attack under examination, setting
the gas limit to 30 million to reflect the post-London Fork
conditions of Ethereum [34]. We then replaced the attacking
transaction with synthesized ones to check if profits remain
unaltered. In certain attacks, the attackers may need to possess
specific NFT tokens. We assume that the defenders cannot
hold NFTs with the exact same ID as the required tokens, but
they can have alternative NFTs with different IDs.

5.2 Overall Results
Among these 62 attacks, STING successfully synthesized
54 counterattack smart contacts, as shown in the last four
columns in Table 4. It is worth mentioning that, some of at-
tacks are indeed front-run by acutal MEV bots in real world.
We hence include such attacks into the report of Single-Tx syn-
thesis (column S0). Also, out of the 62 attacks that took place,
12 attacks can be front-run by MEV bots. This showcases the
challenges of launching a successful counterattack with gener-
alized bots. The results from Syntactic Synthesis (column S1)
are relatively encouraging, with 45 out of 62 attacks being suc-
cessfully counterattacked. This suggests that attackers are still
relying on simple CFFP techniques to prevent front-running.
Semantic Synthesis (column S2) was able to generate counter-
attacks for 54 out of the 62 attacks. We further analyzed all the
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Table 4: Evaluation of 63 Web 3.0 Attacks. The first three columns show the names, dates, and lost funds for each attack. Columns
4 to 10 show the results for §4.1. Column 4 shows the number of attack-related transactions and column 5 shows the number
of entities involved. Columns 6 to 8 categorize entities based on their relationships, with DD, MF, and TK representing data
dependency, fund recipients, and tokens, respectively. Columns 9 and 10 categorize entities by their labels, with BN indicating
benign entities and ML indicating malicious entities. Columns 11 to 15 show the results for §4.2. Columns 11 and 12 show the
number of external calls, with column 11 showing the total and column 12 showing the hooked ones. Columns 13 to 14 show
front-running protection, with C and D representing CFFP and DFFP. Columns 15 to 18 show the results for §4.3, where S0, S1,
S2, and T denote Single-Tx, Syntactic, Semantic, and Taint-based syntheses.

Attack
(63) Date Loss

($ 2.5B)

Attack Information
Identification (§4.1)

Counterattack Smart
Contract Synthesis (§4.2)

Contract Execution
and Validation (§4.3)

# Txs # Entity
by Relation by Label # Call Protection S0

(12)
S1

(45)
S2

(54)
T

(54)DD MF TK BN ML Total Hooked C D

JAY 12/29/22 18.4K 2 8 7 2 2 6 2 43 17 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Rubic 12/25/22 1.5M 3 36 9 29 2 34 2 206 82 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
ElasticSwap 12/13/22 845.0K 3 17 14 5 3 14 3 120 28 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
NUM 11/23/22 13.0K 2 13 11 5 3 11 2 59 10 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
DFX 11/10/22 4.0M 3 36 28 11 9 34 2 181 32 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
BrahTOPG 11/09/22 89.0K 2 15 11 9 4 13 2 85 15 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Kashi 11/08/22 110.0K 2 19 18 6 3 17 2 85 30 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Team Finance 10/27/22 15.8M 7 37 32 14 13 32 5 392 79 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
N00d 10/26/22 29.0K 3 11 10 5 5 9 2 368 107 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Bond Protocol 10/21/22 300.0K 2 5 4 2 1 3 2 14 2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
OlympusDAO 10/21/22 292.0K 3 5 4 3 1 3 2 15 4 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Uerii Token 10/17/22 2.4K 2 10 9 4 3 8 2 36 11 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
EFLeverVault 10/14/22 972.5K 3 13 10 4 2 9 4 67 39 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
MEVBOTa47b 10/14/22 241.0K 2 18 17 7 2 16 2 60 3 ✓ ✓ ✓
Rabby Wallet 10/11/22 200.0K 2 39 7 34 2 36 3 860 186 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Temple DAO 10/11/22 2.3M 4 20 18 8 6 17 3 63 23 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Xave Finance 10/09/22 30.0M 2 10 9 1 1 8 2 43 16 ✓
MEVBOTbadc 09/28/22 1.5M 3 8 7 3 1 6 2 16 13 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Bad Guys 09/02/22 NFT 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 0
LuckyTiger 08/24/22 NFT 3 4 4 4 1 2 2 203 50 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
XSTABLE 08/10/22 46.2K 3 11 8 8 2 9 2 241 40 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Nomad Bridge 08/02/22 152.0M 1 14 14 2 1 13 1 16 0
Audius 07/23/22 1.1M 5 7 6 0 0 5 2 9 2 ✓
Omni NFT 07/10/22 1.4M 4 48 48 13 5 45 3 1140 111 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
FlippazOne 07/06/22 1.3K 1 4 4 1 1 3 1 7 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
XCarnival 06/26/22 3.9M 16 71 71 59 1 12 59 2713 426 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
SNOOD 06/18/22 103.4K 1 12 8 5 2 10 2 40 6 ✓ ✓ ✓
Inverse Finance 06/16/22 1.3M 2 47 46 10 8 45 2 232 29 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
ApeCoin 05/17/22 1.1M 1 26 24 11 4 23 3 291 17 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Fei Protocol 04/30/22 80.0M 4 38 38 8 4 35 3 1408 39 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Saddle Finance 04/30/22 11.0M 2 32 31 8 7 30 2 408 43 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
BeanstalkFarms 04/16/22 182.0M 2 24 24 2 7 21 3 74 12 ✓
Inverse Finance 04/02/22 15.6M 2 4 3 0 0 2 2 4 0
Revest Finance 03/27/22 11.2M 2 12 11 5 2 10 2 106 11 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Auctus 03/26/22 726.0K 2 11 5 9 1 9 2 95 22 ✓ ✓ ✓
Li.Fi 03/20/22 570.0K 1 57 21 39 10 55 2 85 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Umbrella Network 03/20/22 700.0K 3 5 5 2 1 2 3 6 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Bacon Protocol 03/05/22 1.0M 2 8 8 4 2 6 2 44 13 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Multichain 01/18/22 1.4M 2 6 5 6 1 4 2 13 5 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Visor Finance 12/21/21 8.2M 3 5 5 1 1 3 2 17 2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
MonoX Finance 11/30/21 31.0M 2 22 18 10 10 19 3 981 219 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Cream Finance 10/27/21 130.0M 2 130 129 36 28 127 3 3358 93 ✓ ✓ ✓
Indexed Finance 10/14/21 16.0M 2 35 34 14 9 33 2 881 238 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Nimbus 09/15/21 5.2K 2 7 7 4 2 5 2 82 24 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
NowSwap 09/15/21 1.1M 2 5 5 3 2 3 2 396 154 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
DAO Maker 09/03/21 4.0M 2 4 4 2 1 3 1 11 2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Cream Finance 08/30/21 18.0M 2 20 20 7 3 18 2 148 11 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
xToken 08/29/21 4.5M 2 158 156 30 9 156 2 1868 66 ✓ ✓ ✓
Poly Network 08/11/21 611.0M 2 5 5 1 0 4 1 16 0
Punk Protocol 08/10/21 9.0M 3 17 17 8 6 15 2 226 32 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Popsicle Finance 08/03/21 20.0M 2 81 80 27 20 76 5 1195 311 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
xToken 05/12/21 24.0M 2 127 125 28 10 125 2 1215 86 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Rari Capital 05/09/21 15.0M 5 28 25 9 5 25 3 212 20 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
DODO 03/08/21 700.0K 24 11 11 3 4 7 4 87 40 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Furucombo 02/27/21 14.0M 3 11 9 3 1 9 2 33 3 ✓
Alpha Finance 02/13/21 37.5M 2 24 24 7 5 22 2 113 16 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Yearn 02/05/21 11.0M 2 53 50 20 9 51 2 1214 83 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Pickle Finance 11/21/20 20.0M 2 23 22 7 3 20 3 713 16 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Harvest Finance 10/26/20 83.8M 3 71 71 10 7 69 2 1443 50 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Opyn Protocol 08/04/20 371.0K 4 11 11 5 2 9 2 46 15 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Bancor Protocol 06/18/20 135.2K 1 5 3 2 1 3 2 2 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Beauty Chain 04/22/18 900.0M 1 4 2 3 1 2 2 1 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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Figure 8: Runtime Overhead

8 failed cases, and we found that 5 of these failed syntheses
were due to cross-block txs being required for the attacks to be
successful. This means that the attacker needs to imitate multi-
ple txs minted in different blocks, and since our front-running
counterattacks mint all txs in a single block, these counterat-
tacks were unsuccessful. The remaining 3 attacks that failed
to be counterattacked were related to bridge and cryptography
vulnerabilities, which require the attacker to provide cryp-
tography signatures and proofs for his wallet addresses. To
replace these wallet addresses, the associated proofs and sig-
natures must also be modified accordingly. However, STING
currently lacks the capability to automatically infer the cryp-
tography operations involved, and therefore cannot counter-
attack these attacks. It is worth noting that neither the cross-
block requirements nor the cryptographic requirements are
front-running protections implemented by the attacker, but
rather intrinsic features of the vulnerabilities themselves. The
Taint-based Synthesis (column T) approach yields the same
results of success in countering attacks as Semantic Synthesis.

Overhead. Figure 8 illustrates the runtime overhead incurred
by STING. Specifically, the median runtime overhead for S1,
S2, and T is 0.08, 0.29, and 0.59 seconds, respectively. In
terms of worst-case scenarios, these values rise to 4.26, 8.51,
and 15.57 seconds, respectively. A closer examination of these
worst-case scenarios reveals that the native execution of the
attack transaction within our customized archive nodes con-
sumes around 3.3 seconds, a delay that may be attributed to
our implementation ($6.3). We do not report the analysis time
for S0, as it was performed through a straightforward string
replacement technique. Note that both S1 and S2 exhibit ef-
ficient processing times, while T requires a relatively longer
duration and may exceed the 12-second block interval in its
worst-case scenario. Therefore, the performance of T may not
meet desired standards and should be considered as a backup
solution only.

5.3 Ablation Study

Number of Attack-Related Transactions. Our analysis of
the distribution of attack-related transactions (txs) is outlined
in Column 4 of Table 4. We found that most attacks involve
only a few attack-related transactions, typically 2 to 3. These
patterns are relatively easy for STING to track. There were
exceptions in the DODO and XCarnival attacks where multi-
ple transactions were needed to gather enough funds for the
attack, not for obfuscation. These findings suggest that current

attacks are usually straightforward and do not use complex
obfuscation techniques.

Analysis of Entities Involved in Attacks. Our study delves
into the distribution and roles of entities associated with dif-
ferent attacks. This information is collated in Columns 5 to 10
of Table 4. Specifically, Column 5 illustrates the total count
of entities implicated in each attack, while Columns 6 to 8
classify these entities based on their associations with the
attack in terms of data dependency (DD), recipients of funds
(MF), and tokens (TK). It should be noted that an entity can
simultaneously belong to multiple categories. The majority of
entities demonstrate involvement via data dependency, and on
average, only about four tokens are implicated in each attack.
Further classification of entities based on their labeling is
demonstrated in Columns 9 and 10, where BN stands for be-
nign entities, and ML represents malicious entities. Compared
to benign entities, our results indicate that a limited number
of malicious entities participate in each attack. An exception
is the XCarnival attack, where approximately 60 malicious
entities were involved due to a particular vulnerability that ne-
cessitated multiple exploit contracts, rather than an intentional
obfuscation attempt by the attacker. Our findings imply that
complex transaction-level obfuscation is infrequently adopted
in the current landscape. This observation also supports the
notion that attackers do not typically undertake substantial
efforts to obscure their attack traces.

Assessment of External Calls. The distribution of external
calls is documented in Columns 11 and 12. The results in-
dicate that, despite the high volume of external calls made
by various entities, a relatively small proportion require in-
tervention by the forced-execution engine. This observation
highlights the fact that exploit contracts tend to have limited
connections with the external world, as their primary objective
is to exploit target contracts. This discovery presents an op-
portunity to further optimize STING by providing pre-attack
summaries for benign entities particularly when there is such
a need.

Analysis of Front-Running Protection. Columns C and
D in Table 4 present the front-running protection analysis
results for CFFP and DFFP, respectively. Our findings reveal
that almost all attacks employ CFFP (Column C), indicating
that attackers are aware of front-running and MEV bots and
seek protection against them. Further analysis reveals that the
most common CFFP is basic access control (e.g., comparing
msg.sender or tx.origin to a constant value or an owner
address), which can be easily bypassed by replacing the wallet
address during contract deployment. However, 7 out of 62
analyzed attacks used more complex CFFP that cannot be
bypassed this way; we discuss these cases in detail in the
supplementary material [38]. Meanwhile, only 4 attacks made
use of DFFP (Column D), indicating that the adoption of
these advanced protective mechanisms by attackers is not yet
widespread.
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6 Limitations and Future Work

In this section, we discuss the limitation as well as the possible
future work of STING.

6.1 Detection Capability
The implementation of STING is currently not end-to-end yet,
as it depends on the assumption that MEV bots can efficiently
identify attacking transactions. As a result, the effectiveness
of STING is limited by the capabilities of detecting and iden-
tifying attacking transactions.

In future work, we aim to identify transactions with signifi-
cant profits as potential attacks by leveraging the methodology
presented in [80]. It is important to note that while legitimate
high-value transactions may occasionally be flagged, this is
not expected to cause real-world issues. Specifically, a coun-
terattack transaction originating from a legitimate transaction
will be invalidated locally (§4.3) by STING before submission.
This is due to the fact that legitimate transactions typically
need to meet specific preconditions (defined by the project’s
business model) to yield substantial profits. For instance, al-
though a lottery reward claim transaction often results in con-
siderable profit, it requires that the user has indeed purchased
the winning lottery ticket. When a counterattack transaction
is synthesized for the lottery transaction, it fails to meet the
preconditions (i.e., holding a winning ticket) and will conse-
quently be invalidated by the local validation. Exceptional
(and rare) cases involve high-profit arbitrages. While the le-
gitimacy of such arbitrages remains debatable [55, 57], we
retain the ability to return the funds.

As detecting malicious transactions continues to be an
active research area [80, 94], we acknowledge that STING is
limited by detection capabilities and look forward to future
advancements in this field.

6.2 Adaptive Evasion
Multiple adaptive evasion techniques may exist against
STING, enabling attacks to circumvent our defense mech-
anism.

Delayed Attacks. Delayed attacks could pose challenges
for STING. As previously noted, the time gap between the
deployment of a vulnerable contract and its exploitation is
often significant. In some scenarios, attackers might deploy
an attack-related contract and then patiently bide their time
before initiating the actual attack. While the other heuristics in
Table 1 can assist STING in circumventing these challenges,
it might also be beneficial for STING to enforce a longer
cut-off threshold. It is crucial to note that the configuration
of heuristics, including the cut-off threshold, should remain
concealed from the attackers. This creates a game-theoretic
scenario [61] between defenders and attackers. Furthermore,
the longer the attacker delays, the higher the probability of

another attacker exploiting the same vulnerability, making the
situation harder for the attackers.

The development of more advanced techniques for identi-
fying exploit contracts, such as leveraging machine learning-
based approaches, is also a promising avenue for future work.

Code Obfuscation and Mixing Servers. Code obfuscation
techniques, such as control flow flattening [66], can obscure
the execution trace of the exploit contract, making it difficult
for STING to determine predicates related to CFFP. As a result,
STING may be unable to bypass CFFP in the presence of code
obfuscation. Furthermore, mixing servers, which mix funds
from multiple users, pose challenges for STING in tracking
malicious wallet accounts. Attackers can leverage these obfus-
cation techniques to undermine STING’s defense. While we
have not yet observed such obfuscation in real-world exploit
contracts, we anticipate our work will stimulate research in
obfuscation, subsequently driving research in de-obfuscation.
A similar pattern can be observed in traditional software, char-
acterized by a continuous arms race between obfuscation and
de-obfuscation. We leave this topic to future work.

Active Defense. As counterattacks synthesized by STING can
be further counterattacked, our active defense may not provide
complete guarantees. Nevertheless, we believe that STING
offers an extra layer of protection for smart contract users. In
our evaluation, STING successfully executed counterattacks
against 54 previous attacks, which led to losses totaling 1.5
billion USD. Even with a 1% success rate in practice, STING
could help secure over 15 million USD. Furthermore, we
anticipate that the development of STING will elevate the
difficulties associated with launching attacks. As such, we
expect the emergence of new attack and defense techniques,
signifying the beginning of a arms race in this domain.

Flashbots. Flashbots is a research and development organiza-
tion focusing on reducing the negative consequences of MEV.
It provides a mechanism for blockchain users to execute
private transactions that remain hidden until being confirmed.
While private transactions serve a noble purpose, their covert
nature could be exploited by adversaries to launch attacks
by sending their attacking transactions via Flashbots. As
STING cannot monitor these private attacking transactions,
it is unable to defend against them. However, we also see
great potential in collaborating with Flashbots to counter any
attacks executed through private transactions (by STING).
Furthermore, such collaboration could enhance STING’s
success rate in practice, as our counterattack transactions
would not be exposed to front-runners.

6.3 Performance

Currently, the execution overhead of STING is not optimal
for MEV bots to initiate front-running transactions, with a
worst-case duration of 8.51 seconds in contrast to Ethereum’s
12-second block interval. This suboptimal runtime overhead
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consequently reduces the likelihood of successful counter-
attacks in real-world scenarios. Furthermore, extra time is
required for the initial phase of attack identification.

Fortunately, according to [80], the initial detection duration
is expected to be minimal, with an estimated average of 0.18
seconds. This leads to a worst-case time of 8.69 seconds for
Semantic-Synthesis, which remains within Ethereum’s block
interval. The parallel execution of counterattacks presents
another opportunity for enhancing STING. It is crucial to ac-
knowledge that while a block may consist of approximately
150 transactions, the synthesis operations for each transac-
tion are independent. Consequently, STING can function con-
currently to assess all potential attack transactions, ensuring
sufficient time is allocated for each synthesis instance. Fur-
thermore, it is essential to recognize that not every transaction
will be deemed a potential attack.

We also foresee potential performance improvements
through the optimization of our prototype implementation.
The current implementation of STING serves as a proof of
concept and relies on a customized geth archive node sup-
ported by an Erigon database. This architecture introduces
additional overhead due to data format conversions during
processing. For instance, the overhead becomes noticeable
when comparing the replication time of a sophisticated trans-
action (0x0fe25420) using reth [27], which only takes 0.74
seconds, with our node, which takes 3.3 seconds. Integrating
STING directly into standard geth or reth could substantially
decrease the runtime overhead by obviating the need for data
format conversions.

6.4 Blind Spots

STING does not provide comprehensive protection against all
DeFi attacks.

As outlined in Section 3.2, STING primarily aims to coun-
teract attacks that exploit code vulnerabilities in on-chain
smart contracts. Consequently, it is unable to prevent attacks
derived from compromises in off-chain components. These
attacks include, but are not limited to, private key leaks and
scams. Additionally, STING is incapable of preventing attacks
initiated by privileged users, such as rug pulls.

Moreover, as discussed in Section 5.2, STING encounters
challenges when the exploitation of a subject vulnerability ne-
cessitates cross-block transactions or cryptographic signatures
from the attacker’s wallet. To clarify, these requirements are
imposed by the vulnerable contract, rather than the attacker’s
exploit contract. In other words, these limitations depend on
the vulnerability’s nature rather than the attacks. For instance,
if a targeted project requires cross-block transactions to reach
a vulnerable program point, STING may be unable to execute
a counterattack. This is due to STING submitting all transac-
tions within a single block, and being unable to circumvent the
aforementioned check, as it cannot modify the victim project’s
code. However, if it is the exploit contract that enforces a

cross-block transaction requirement, STING can synthesize
its own exploit contract with the requirement nullified.

7 Related Work

Static Analysis. Smart contract static analysis is a technique
for evaluating the composition of a smart contract without
executing it. This can be achieved through an examination of
the source code, bytecode, or other representation of the con-
tract. Remix [6], Securify [87], SmartCheck [84], Slither [60],
and Vandal [46] are examples of static analysis tools. STING
complements these works since it does not access any source
code, and instead it focuses on both bytecode and txs.

Fuzzing. Fuzzing has been shown to be an effective tech-
nique to find vulnerabilities. In the context of smart contracts,
fuzzing has been used to test the contracts with random and un-
expected inputs to uncover vulnerabilities. Several smart con-
tract fuzzing tools, such as ContractFuzzer [65], Echidna [63],
Smartian [52], and SFuzz [75]. STING differs from fuzzing
since we do not require the need of random input, and instead
we determine input values based on txs.

Symbolic Execution. This technique enables a systematic
and comprehensive examination of various aspects of smart
contract security, including the execution of the contract code
and the handling of inputs. Various tools developed for this
purpose include Maian [76], Mythril [5], MantiCore [73],
Oyente [71], Scompile [49], Teether [68]. Although we wish
to adopt symbolic execution to analyze the attacking smart
contract, we feel it is too heavy and instead resort to more
practical techniques such as forced execution [56, 78].

Bytecode Rewriting. Ayodae et al. [42] rewrote Ethereum
bytecode with the goal of securing smart contracts without
access to the source code. Rodler et al. [82] presented EVM-
PATCH, a framework for automatically patching smart con-
tracts on the Ethereum blockchain. It uses a bytecode rewrit-
ing engine to upgrade contracts that are vulnerable to attacks.
Our work differs from these techniques since we do not aim
to modify the contract being exploited. Instead, we rewrite the
exploit contract in order to counter attack the original attack.

8 Conclusion

We have presented STING, a novel defense mechanism for
mitigating smart contract exploits in real-time. Our evalua-
tion results with 64 recent attacks demonstrate its efficacy
against real-world exploits, with a counterattack success rate
of 87%. This is significantly higher compared to the general
front-runner defense, which only had a success rate of 14%.
We believe that the instant synthesis of counterattack smart
contracts from attacking txs is a promising step towards run-
time defense in smart contract security, and STING represents
a viable addition to the current arsenal.
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